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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: ADR1276 (MRD 2046) – roll angle pointing knowledge (location information).  Rotation around the SUVI-Sun line-of-sight.  The INR issue causes a ”wobble” in the Level-1b product over time.  Many pixels are displaced by 1 pixel / 2.5arcsec.  A 1 to 2 pixel displacement is not impactful for SWPC operational applications.  The research community is impacted and some of the L2 algorithms are challenged to handle the displacement in downstream processing.  Impact is accentuated for ECI.  Wobble is suspected to be a seasonal effect.  SUVI on GOES-16 and GOES-17 also have a wobble, but less than SUVI on GOES-18.For SUVI-AIA intercalibration there is an odd “twead” artifact, which is not observed SUVI-SUVI comparisons.  Investigations continue, but not a concern regarding provisional maturity achievement.  SPADES release 2.1.1 deployment on 12/8 with metadata changes (‘time’ keyword).All SUVI have growing importance with aging and eventual retirement of other solar instruments.
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	Text8: 
	Comments: GOES-18 SUVI L1b has met all criteria for Provisional Validation Maturity and is declared Provisional!The SUVI team provided a strong demonstration of their validation efforts throughout the GOES-18 post-launch test (PLT) phase.  The rigorous analysis and thorough explanation showed all PLPTs were successfully completed and the products are meeting requirements and user expectations.  The review panel especially enjoyed how Jonathan, Christian, and Alison combined their expertise to provide a joint talk.  The presentation narrative was seamless and effective.  Steven Hill (SWPC) provided a thorough explanation of SUVI's value to the NWS space weather prediction program and noted SPADES v2.1.1 would be delivered on Dec 8th with L2 algorithms ready for the January 4th operational declaration of GOES-18 SUVI in the GOES-West role.  The panel thanks Jonathan Darnel, Christian Bethge, Alison Jarvis (all from NCEI-CO) for their terrific work!  Additional technical notes are listed on the second page below.  


